Know / Want / Learn Book

Use the illustrations below as a guide. Cut out the figure on the following page as one piece. Fold the right panel in (over the center panel) first. Then fold the left panel in (over the other two). Cut out the cover piece and the instruction piece and paste them onto your book, in their respective places.

Folded, cover up
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Partially opened
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What to do...

On the "Know" page, write something you already know about sea turtles.

Then, on the next page, write one thing you want to learn about them.

When you're done with the unit, write one thing you learned.

Book opened
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What do I do?

On the “Know” page, write something you already know about sea turtles.

On the “Want to Learn” page, write one thing you want to learn about sea turtles.

When you’re done with the unit, write one thing you’ve learned about sea turtles on the “Learned” page.